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For over two years now, cloud computing evangelists have been preaching its
potential and promise. They point out that chief technology officers (CTOs) of big
companies can slash their costs and improve return on investment on IT spends.
Small and medium firms can adopt technology using the pay-as-you-go model
without having to fork out big upfront money for hardware and software. And for
office executives and other consumers, the cloud holds the promise of accessing
everything they want – from work files to personal photo albums – from anywhere
and any device, instead of being chained to specific personal computers.
Despite its advantages being well known for quite some time, it is only now that
the adoption of cloud computing is gathering momentum. Many big clients are now
experimenting with putting some data and services on the cloud, even if these are
non-critical data. Small and medium businesses are also adopting the cloud, and
many new IT companies have been started up to specifically focus on this segment
of the market. There are still some worries about the reliability of cloud services as
well as security issues, but, increasingly, the believers are outnumbering the sceptics.
The first issue of INFOCOM Quarterly takes a detailed look at the cloud
computing market in India and the way it is growing. Our cover story in the
inaugural issue focuses on the experiences of some of the early adopters as well
as some of the worries that CTOs of big companies have about the cloud
movement. There is also a column by Venu Reddy, director of IDC Centre for
Consultancy and Research, on the kind of strategic planning required for
implementing cloud computing in your company and a D-I-Y on moving your
enterprise to the cloud. There are many other articles as well, including a special
report on the convergence of communication devices.
I hope you will enjoy reading the issue and find it useful. Do send us your
feedback on how to improve INFOCOM Quarterly and the kind of articles that
you would like to see in forthcoming issues.
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Cloud computing focus area
for government

On recommendation of the IT and
Telecom Minister, Kapil Sibal, the
government has set up a committee on
cloud computing. This will be chaired by
S. Gopalakrishnan, executive co-chairman,
Infosys. The committee’s agenda will be to
suggest a framework to promote cloud
computing services in India and also drive
the cloud revolution from India.
The proposed national IT policy, to be
presented before the Cabinet, has taken
up cloud computing as one of its focus
areas. The government believes cloud
computing can bring affordable services
in the areas of healthcare, education, egovernance and banking to the masses.
Inaugurating a cloud summit organised

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

HP adds new offerings to its
converged cloud portfolio
HP has
launched new
offerings in its
converged
cloud portfolio
across
infrastructure, applications and
information. The new solutions will help
deliver converged cloud services for the
airline industry and build hybrid cloud
environments. There are new solutions
for next-generation of cloud
applications. The new cloud print
solution will help organisation increase
office productivity.
Based on a single architecture, the HP
Converged Cloud combines traditional
IT with public, private and managed
clouds to manage changing
requirements of organisations.
A research conducted on behalf of HP

by the Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII), Sibal described cloud computing as
a fine economic solution in a complex
knowledge economy.
Other members of the committee are
from the Department of Information
Technology, National Informatics Centre,
and industry associations such as
NASSCOM, CII, FICCI and others.

tremendous rate, though on much
smaller scales, at 75 per cent and 84 per
cent CAGR to reach US$ 1.5-2.5-million
and US$ 38-47-million respectively. The
growth potential is so huge that the
public cloud market could reach US$
685-million by CY14.

Public cloud market to grow at a
55 per cent CAGR

TAKE Solutions joined hands with HP to
launch Take10, a comprehensive cloud
solution to accelerate growth for SMBs
and enterprises in India. Take10 has a
subscription model and combines social
and mobile business features on the cloud.
Built on HP CloudSystem Matrix, Take10
uses industry certifications for end-toend security and data privacy. A certified
HP CloudAgile partner, TAKE Solutions
will make use of HP’s network of channel
partners, sales and marketing support to
promote Take10 in India.

The Indian market for cloud has grown
steadily to reach about US$ 860-912million in CY 11, says a study on the
public cloud opportunity in India
released by Zinnov, an advisory firm.
20-22 per cent of this is the public cloud
market which has been evolving rapidly
over the past two years and is expected
to continue its growth momentum at a
55 per cent CAGR. Indian companies
are filling the need of at least 20 per cent
of the total Indian public cloud market.
Large-scale traction came from SaaS
(Software as a Service), which largely
comprises email, collaboration tools and
CRM/ERP. The SaaS market grew at a 46
per cent CAGR to reach US$ 123-143million in CY11. The PaaS (Platform as a
Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure as a
Service) markets also grew at a

says that senior business and technology
executives expect their organisations’
public and private cloud delivery models
to nearly double by 2020. If not
managed as integrated offerings, the
cloud silos can create complexity and
add the risks of vendor lock-in.
“Successful organisations need to be
able to select the right delivery model
for their technology needs whether it be
in the cloud or on premise,” said Bill
Veghte, chief operating officer, HP.
“HP’s Converged Cloud approach
provides enterprises choice in delivery
model and platform with the confidence
in the service delivered via market
leading products, coupled with a
consistent architecture and experience.”

VMware to strengthen its
position by acquiring DynamicOps
VMware has signed a definitive
agreement to acquire DynamicOps, a
provider of cloud automation solutions
that enable provisioning and
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TAKE Solutions launches Take10
for SMBs and enterprises

Sonata Software strengthens
cloud offerings
Sonata Software ties up with
Salesforce.com and Amazon Web Services
(AWS) to expand its portfolio of cloudbased offerings. Combining its product
and platform engineering expertise with
technology platforms like Windows Azure,

management of IT services across
heterogeneous environments. The
multi-cloud and multi-platform
capabilities of DynamicOps are
expected to strengthen VMware’s
position as the infrastructure and
management vendor of choice for
cloud computing. The acquisition will
help the customers of VMware Cloud
Solutions extend to additional virtual,
physical and multi-cloud environments.
Scheduled to close in Q3 2012,subject
to customary closing conditions, the
acquisition has not shared the terms of
the agreement.

Amazon power outage: A wake
up call for data-centres
If we thought cloud solutions provided
rock-solid services that were unlikely to
fail, think twice. The nature had its own
way of warning the tech world that
cloud computing technology still had a
long way to go.
In the last weekend of June, Amazon’s

Force.com and AWS, Sonata Software is
helping organisations transform their
businesses with cloud solutions.
According to Forrester Research, the
global cloud computing market is
expected to become more than US$ 241billion by 2020. Hoping to ride on this
growth wave, Gyana Pattnaik, head –
Open Source, Testing and New
Technologies, Sonata Software says,
“Investments and partnerships in this
space will further enhance our cloud
offerings and will help customers achieve
scalability, faster time to market, and
more importantly align their IT operational
costs with business growth, leveraging
pay-per-use models offered by cloud.”

Bharti Airtel launches cloud
services for businesses
Bharti Airtel, India’s leading telecom
player, which has deployed cloud
solutions for its own infrastructure, will
now offer cloud services to business
organisations on a pay-per-use model.
Bharti’s Cloud Enablement Platform
(CLEP) will offer SaaS and IaaS solutions
like ERP, accounting, and storage to the
SMBs on a pay-as-you-go model.
“We’ve got about 30,000 or 40,000
SMBs, companies to whom we provide
connectivity. The idea is to give them more
applications in the cloud so that they can
run their own businesses without
bothering about different IT elements,”
says Amrita Gangotra, director IT (India &
South Asia) at Bharti Airtel.
Bharti has tied up with HP to implement
and manage the CLEP for Bharti.

web services centre in Ashburn, Virginia
lost power after a lightning storm and
then the backup generator also failed .
Popular sites such as Netflix, Pinterest,
Foursquare, and Instagram were not
accessible for several hours. These sites,
along with hundreds of other sites, use
Amazon Web Services for data storage
and computation. Some companies lost
data permanently. The fallout – federal
government and organisations are
measuring the risks of hosting their
data, applications and services in
remote data-centres that are run and
maintained by technology companies.

IN THE NEWS
PROFILE OF A CLOUD EVANGELIST

It also levels the already flat
world by providing the best of
computing resources in the
world to every individual and
organisation in India ”
– Sanjay Suryadevra, president
Association of Cloud Computing Professionals of India

On encountering low awareness of cloud computing even among IT
professionals working with global clients, Sanjay Suryadevra started the
Association of Cloud Computing Professionals of India. The idea was to
exchange notes and opinions, and debate to get more clarity on new
developments in the cloud world. The association presently has more
than 200 members.
As founder and CEO of nxtech Consulting, Suryadevra helps his
clients leverage the cost and scale advantages of the public cloud, and
the security and control benefits of the private cloud. He believes, “The
top challenge for cloud adoption in India is the speed and reliability of
the Internet service that the organisation is using (this may not be a
challenge for larger enterprises using leased lines with redundancy, etc.)
as you are dependent on the Internet connection to work on the cloud.
Otherwise, there are very few challenges (if any) for Indian enterprises
in cloud adoption.” He goes on to add that even regulatory requirements are not as demanding and challenging as in the US or Europe
regarding data security and location.
Suryadevra sees cloud as a boon for India since it provides an incredible scale of computing resources at a fraction of the cost. “It also levels
the already flat world by providing the best of computing resources in
the world to every individual and organisation in India,” he says.
An engineer by training, an IT professional by accident and a cloud
entrepreneur by choice, Suryadevra has three patents in his name.
He believes in leading his team and any project from the front. “Lead
from the front. Form your team with the thinking of a casting director,
getting the best person for each role. Once you have formed the best
team, give them the freedom to do their best. Be there for them. Be the
captain for your team, not the manager.”
Most of the small and medium enterprises in the developed world
have embraced the cloud (especially the public cloud) as a godsend,
since it eliminates capital expenditure, reduces their opex and – most
significant – takes away the operational headaches so that the enterprise/entrepreneur can focus completely on their business. Suryadevra
thinks that India has the potential to become a future cloud hub as an
adopter of cloud technologies, “The number of SMEs in India is huge.
And they have the same problems (as SMEs in the developed world), and
they are even less tech savvy, so the easy-to-use cloud, which provides
complete software and hardware stacks to fulfill their need at fantastic
value-for-money price points will make it the hub for cloud adoption.”
He adds, “Indians are great at spotting a good thing when they see it
and going after it in hordes. On the technology side, although we are
late adopters, when we do, we always leapfrog our way into coming on
par with the latest.”
For Suryadevra, the future is wonderful and exciting, thanks to
cloud computing. He loves to work hard but wants to have a life. His
message to the cloud industry is, “Let us provide the best value, advice
and solutions to our clients and customers. Always. Our success is
embedded in theirs.”
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CLOUD COMPUTING: THE GROWTH
ENGINE FOR INDIAN COMPANIES
Despite challenges, Indian public and private
enterprises adopt the cloud, slowly and steadily

A

t Narayana Hrudayalaya, the
multi-speciality healthcare hospital chain based in Bangalore,
India’s technology hub, the key
to offering affordable treatment to its
patients is bringing down its IT costs.
The hospital group, 14 hospitals in 11
cities, runs its entire hospital management system – the software infrastructure with information on its patients,
doctors, pharmacy, lab reports, and
insurance details not on its premise, but
on the cloud.
“The greatest advantage of going for

the cloud is that we do not need to create very expensive infrastructure at each
of our hospital,” says Dr. Devi Shetty,
founder of the Narayana Group of
Hospitals. “They are networked and we
get real time information from any of our
institution by the touch of the button.”
Cloud computing is about offering
software and services over the internet.
It is an on-demand, scalable, agile technology solution which is just another
way of deploying and managing IT infrastructural assets, services and platforms.
For the tall, affable Dr. Shetty,
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described as Henry Ford of heart surgery
for his clinical focus to slash cost of heart
surgeries by half of what they cost elsewhere, building IT infrastructure on the
campus is wasteful. There is also a concern over obsolescence of technology
every three years. “We believe that in
the future, all IT networks of the world
will be on the cloud,” he says.
While Narayana Hrudayalaya hosts its
key application on the cloud, New Delhibased Indraprashta Apollo Hospitals has
just begun its journey on the cloud. The
hospital mirrors the IT infrastructure built
on its premise for disaster recovery (DR)
on the cloud, saving 20 times the cost it
would have incurred otherwise.
“Setting up a DR site on our own
could be a multi-million dollar project

India’s private enterprises and public bodies are exploring the
cloud for better efficiency and growth
and would require resources in terms
of cost as well as skilled manpower,”
says Srinivasan Raman, head of IT for
Indraprastha Apollo Hospitals. “So, there
is a huge upfront cost saving that we
have managed. On the other hand, ease
of data retrieval is also taken care of.”
The two hospital groups are among
thousands of Indian organisations that
have opted for cloud computing – saving
upfront on IT infrastructure costs and
expensive software licenses, though the
market is just taking off. India’s cloud
computing market is still small –
between US$ 860-million and US$ 912million in 2011, according to a July study
by researcher Zinnov. For a comparison,
the cloud services revenue of Google
and Amazon, two of the world’s largest
cloud companies is expected to be
around US$ 1-billion each in 2012, said
a January IDC research report. Forrester
Research estimated the global cloud
market to grow from US$ 40.7-billion in
2011 to US$ 240-billion by 2020.

RISKS AND BENEFITS OF CLOUD
Even as Indian organisations begin to
adopt cloud computing and have
realised cost savings on infrastructure
and ease of use, there are still concerns
for large scale adoption. Some concerns
relate to security – whether the applications with sensitive information hosted
on the cloud are susceptible to theft.
Any security compromise could hurt an
organisation – both competitively and
from regulators, if the users are from
highly regulated sectors such as pharma,
telecom and banking. The other issues
include concerns on whether applications should be hosted on the Web
or the public cloud or should they be
consolidated on a private secure cloud.
But with investments on IT infrastructure, here are some of the questions
technology managers in larger Indian
enterprises are trying to find answers
for: What are the hidden costs of building a private cloud? How easy is the
migration of assets from existing IT
infrastructure? Is there a vendor lockin where customers need to be wary if
they take the pay-as-you-use model
instead of upfront costs on IT infrastructure and software licenses? And there
is the final question, whether it makes
sense for your business?
For chief information officer of Honda
Seil Cars, Hilal Khan, he needs to know

whether adopting cloud makes business
sense even as he takes the first step of
hosting the car maker’s Siebel customer
relationship management (CRM) application for dealers from September.
“We understand the potential of
cloud. We also recognise the fact that no
one ultimately is going to ignore cloud,”
says Khan. “But having said this, it has to
bring measurable results for us.”
In three years, Khan hopes to cover
250 dealers spread across India on the
new application, starting with 31 dealers
in the first phase that begins in a few
months. This experiment will also determine his future strategy on cloud.
As cloud computing becomes
increasingly mainstream globally and
across India, enterprises see benefits in
ensuring better IT infrastructure alignment and savings on investments. It can
help consolidation of parts and removal
of redundant or outdated services, applications, infrastructure and technology.
When an organisation ties-up with a
cloud service provider, it passes on certain parts of its infrastructure, platform,
services or applications to the services
provider to host and manage them. This
implies that the internal costs come
down thereby reducing the total cost of
ownership (TCO).
With cloud, the enterprise also
becomes more agile – with the choice to
scale up and scale down infrastructure
needs, based on business fluctuations.
Cloud computing is also gaining traction
because it is designed to meet the
growing needs of enterprises for mobility, data explosion, and managing differing workloads. It can provide round-theclock access to an organisation’s applications and services to employees or customers. But there will be issues of migration of applications from the traditional
IT environment to the cloud environment, and consequently organisations
are concerned.
“There has to be more clarity about
migration, service level agreements (SLAs)
and response time. Because migrating on
cloud is a time consuming affair. It is not
possible to go on cloud overnight,” says
Khan. “One has to be sure about the
SLAs that he is signing with the vendor
who is going to manage the cloud application for his infrastructure.”
Service providers commit performance
levels of IT infrastructure and applications
during the contract period to customers

Only large
enterprises
can afford
internal IT and
then too IT
costs are
marginalised
and CIOs are asked not to spend
more capex, etc. So it helps if we can
provide cloud propositions for the
entire value chain of the industry
and different segments ”
– Amrita Gangotra, director IT
(India & South Asia) at Bharti Airtel

We are seeing
small
businesses
lead the way
in adopting
the cloud
because they
don’t have legacy infrastructure. So,
it is a fairly simple decision for them
to go to cloud first ”
– Rajan Anandan
managing director, Google India

Cloud gives
two main
benefits. First,
it gives a lot of
flexibility, the
elasticity to
increase your
scalable model to take over new
load. Two, because you are on
shared infrastructure, it reduces the
cost and makes the whole IT green ”
– Amit Sethi
senior president & CIO, Yes Bank
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and have clauses for escalation, penalty
and rewards based on the performance.
Vendors providing cloud services
admit to migration concerns, but are
confident of addressing the problems
and also see a business opportunity in
doing it. “Cloud service aggregation is
expected to emerge as the biggest challenge and opportunity for global enterprises and service providers in terms of
effective cloud adoption,” says Kalyan
Kumar, AVP and worldwide head, Crossfunctional Services, HCL Technologies
ISD. ”Innovative solutions (like HCL
MyCloud) will empower next-gen enterprises to manage the entire spectrum of
cloud-based services, while addressing
issues and concerns around security,
compliance, governance, risk, and service management.”
Security, which was by far the biggest
concern, is also getting the maximum
attention by both vendors and users.
Most large organisations, particularly
hosting sensitive data prefer to have their
own cloud environment – a datacenter
to host the applications, consolidating
their entire IT infrastructure at one place
as against having multiple pieces of infrastructure and applications on distributed
sites. Smaller organisations use services
on the public cloud with service providers
investing on better security controls.

“This (security) is one of the major
reasons why we shifted onto a private
cloud,” says Daya Prakash, CIO, LG India.
The India unit of the Korean chaebol,
among the early adopters of cloud in
the country, moved to a private cloud in
2008. It has three data centres – two in
Noida and one in Pune. LG’s service
portal – an application where its 1,000
strong service partners collaborate; and
its supplier management system and
tool to connect with channel partners is
hosted on the cloud. “Efficiency, agility
and flexibility are some of the key takeaways of cloud,” says Prakash.
Yes Bank is among the new generation banks that has embraced the cloud
to host its infrastructure and applications, but largely on the private cloud.
“Cloud gives two main benefits. First,
it gives a lot of flexibility, the elasticity
to increase your scalable model to take
over new load,” says Amit Sethi, senior
president & CIO, Yes Bank. “Two,
because you are on shared infrastructure, it reduces the cost and makes the
whole IT green.”
Bharti Airtel Ltd, India’s largest telecom service provider, not only uses the
cloud for its own needs, but also provides
cloud infrastructure as a service for its
customers. Besides, it has to comply with
regulatory norms set by the Telecom

Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI).
“Except for one or two applications,
all our applications are on private cloud.
It’s a hybrid infrastructure. For most of
internal IT usage, we use private cloud.
For services that are given outside or
to SMBs, it’s a public cloud, highly
secure,” says Amrita Gangotra, director
IT (India & South Asia) at Bharti Airtel.

THE GROWTH MARKETS
While private enterprises adopt cloud
computing to bring down costs and
improve efficiency, India’s governmentrun technology projects are using the
cloud to ensure that it reaches out to
users in the remotest parts of the country. The Unique Identification Authority
of India or UIDAI, the e-governance
project that impacts the world’s largest
user base in terms of numbers, is building a private cloud to host the applications to provide and authenticate identity number to every Indian citizen.
In April, India was the battleground
for the world’s largest cloud contract in
terms of user base. Three of the biggest
technology giants – IBM, Google and
Microsoft had to sweat it out in the
capital’s sweltering heat to get at one
shot – eight-million users to use their
cloud solution. Microsoft won the Indian
government contract, of the All India

CLOUD SERVICES FOR YOUR ENTERPRISE
Cloud-based services fall into three broad categories:
Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), and Platform as a Service (PaaS).
 SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SaaS): Software as a Service
(SaaS) is expected to grow five times faster than the
traditional software delivery model, predicts IDC. “By
2015, nearly US$ 1 of every US$ 6 spent on packaged
software, and US$ 1 of every US$ 5 spent on
applications will be consumed via the SaaS model,”
it adds. SaaS is the top layer where enterprise
applications sit on the cloud. So collaboration, CRM,
HR and payroll management and other applications
that interact directly with employees and customers
come under SaaS. Enterprises opt for licensing or
pay-per-use models. High deployment time appears
to be a widespread problem that enterprises face
from vendors in countries like India
 INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE (IaaS): As the name
suggests, hosting some part of the enterprise
infrastructure on cloud is IaaS. Fundamental
computing and infrastructure resources like storage
and networks come under this category of cloud
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deployment and Gartner sees the cloud IaaS market
growing by more than 47 per cent through 2015. IaaS
reduces architectural complexities for an enterprise,
gives it a scalable option without the worry of high
capital expenditures, and sets it free to focus on its
more business critical processes
 PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PaaS): This cloud layer
contains application infrastructure services. It lies
between infrastructure such as networks, storage, etc.,
and the application software that interacts with endusers, and is rightly referred to as the middleware. All
database management tools, software development
tools and business process management tools, among
other constitute PaaS.This cloud service is the slowest
in its uptake. It is yet to see the emergence of best
business practices and standards and so the customers
are a little wary of adopting PaaS. Non-standard
services can have deep-rooted business impact on an
enterprise. Gartner expects to see most software
vendors to have some PaaS offerings by 2013, while
2016 will be the earliest before we see new models,
standards and markets leaders emerging
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The greatest
advantage of
going for the
cloud is that we
do not need to
create very expensive infrastructure
at each of our hospital ”
– Dr. Devi Shetty, founder
Narayana Group of Hospitals

Cloud Service
aggregation is
expected to
emerge as
the biggest
challenge and opportunity for global
enterprises and service providers in
terms of effective cloud adoption ”
– Kalyan Kumar, AVP and worldwide
head, Cross-functional Services
HCL Technologies ISD

Council for Technical Education (AICTE),
an umbrella body that oversees over
11,000 institutions with 2.3-million
students, but with no immediate returns
for the investment.
Eight-million students and teachers,
distributed geographically across India,
will access Microsoft’s Office 365 solution or the online equivalent of the
Word, Excel and PowerPoint applications
and email.
“It’s a cloud first IT market,” says
Rajan Anandan, managing director of
Google India. Cloud first is a term used
for projects that are designed for the
cloud, unlike the traditional model of
hosting applications on physical IT infrastructure and migrating on the cloud.
“Cloud computing is already changing
how IT delivers economic value to countries, cities, industries and businesses,”
says Srikanth Karnakota, director, Server
and Cloud business, Microsoft India.
But the biggest adopters in India of
the cloud environment have been small
and medium enterprises (SME). India has
over eight-million SMEs spread across
the country with only a fifth of them
using computers. The opportunity for
them to adopt cloud computing is also
huge as they need technology to sustain
and grow their businesses.
“India is a land of lots of SME’s and

it is the back bone of Indian economy. If
they have to adopt IT then cloud is
the only option for them to look at. It is
true that India’s IT revolution in SME will
be with cloud penetration only,” says
Sanjay Mehta, CEO, MAIA Intelligence.
In addition, there is a challenge for
small firms to get talent to build and
maintain IT infrastructure.
“You want connectivity and then you
want email, collaboration, office suite,
basic accounting system, ERP... so that’s
the value chain,” says Gangotra of
Bharti Airtel. “Only large enterprises can
afford internal IT and then too IT costs
are marginalised and CIOs are asked not
to spend more capex, etc. So it helps if
we can provide cloud propositions for
the entire value chain of the industry and
different segments.”
Google claims that over 150,000
SMBs have adopted its cloud offering
in India, largely due to the fact that it
is cost-effective and more importantly,
they don’t have any legacy infrastructure
that they have built or inherited.
“We are seeing small businesses lead
the way in adopting the cloud because
they don’t have legacy infrastructure.
So,it is a fairly simple decision for them
to go to cloud first,” says Anandan.
Taru Agarwal and Faiz Askari

TRENDS AND POINTERS FOR CLOUD DEPLOYMENT


Cloud computing
is already
changing how IT
delivers economic
value to countries,
cities, industries and businesses ”



– Srikanth Karnakota, director, Server
and Cloud business, Microsoft India




We understand
the potential of
cloud. We also
recognise the
fact that no one
ultimately is going to ignore cloud ”



– Hilal Khan, CIO, Honda Seil Cars
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Understand cloud as a business model: You will know what your
organisation should and should not host on cloud when you are aware
of the whole business model presented by cloud. Understand the
short-term and long-term benefits of deploying cloud. Understand
how your RoI and TCO are affected with cloud
Use a phased-approach: The trend today is to start cloud
deployment with messaging and collaboration applications. Opting for
CRM, moving the development workloads to public cloud and then
moving the vertical applications is a good phased-approach. Creating
your own private cloud forms the latter part of cloud planning
Use private cloud for mission-critical apps: Where data security is
of prime importance such as in research and development, ERP, etc.,
enterprises can opt for private cloud deployment
Consider hybrid cloud: Hybrid cloud computing is a good model to
consider. It enables an organisation to host part of its services on a
public cloud and part on a private cloud that is hosted within the
organisation. The private cloud gives flexibility to host mission-critical
or highly-sensitive data internally while the other services go on a
public cloud that provide scalability and reduce cost at the same time
Design for cloud: Develop future applications keeping the cloud
model in mind, even if you don’t want to adopt the cloud fully. You
may want to start by hosting certain existing applications or services
only on the cloud but work with a cloud model for future applications

CLOUD COMPUTING: A
REQUIRED STRATEGIC
DIRECTION

“Cloud strategy
team needs
to have a
comprehensive
understanding
of the current
state of the
infrastructure,
applications,
and their
respective
usage patterns”
– Venu Reddy
director, IDC Centre for
Consultancy and Research
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BY INVITATION
VENU REDDY

T

he global economy is currently at
a very interesting phase; there is
an acute slowing of the pace
of growth that is driving a level of caution among companies both large and
small. This slowing of pace has also
come when the maturity of organisations (especially in the usage of IT and
understanding of their core business
process) is at the highest. This means
that many companies are not having
a knee-jerk reaction on the slowing of
the economy, but are carefully planning
for strategies on how they can adapt to
the current climate and improve their
business, especially by leveraging cloud
computing solutions.
Cloud computing has emerged on
the IT stage at a very interesting phase
where the technology sophistication is
high and so is the need for such solution
in the market place. This means that
this is not a solution that is looking for
a problem, but a solution to the existing
need for improving IT utilisation and having an IT that is flexible to the business
needs. Cloud computing is a version of
IT that is elastic (ability to expand and
shrink with business needs), mobile
(accessible from anywhere, anytime, and
any device), and customisable (various
stand-alone solutions that can be integrated as needed).
This means that cloud computing will
allow companies to closely align IT to
the business needs and expectations. By
doing so the business users will have an
increasing stake/interest in leveraging
IT to drive business solutions, hence
migrating IT from a legacy solution, that
companies mandate to use, to business
solutions that users want to use to aid
in their work/tasks. Contrary to popular
belief, this does not diminish the role
of the chief information officer (CIO),
but ensures CIO a chair at the business
strategy discussions.
HOW SHOULD COMPANIES
APPROACH CLOUD COMPUTING?
As companies adopt cloud computing
solutions, it is vital that they do not
look at each solution in isolation. There
should be a very well planned/documented strategy with specific focus put
on business benefits, user education/
feedback, strategic cloud partner, and
business metrics for success of various
stages of the journey.
Without a clear map of the journey,
the companies will end-up adopting

point solutions that will not deliver the
desired long-term business value that
companies aim. This means that the
point solutions will end-up being isolated solutions that will be ‘pet-projects’
of key managers that will be counterproductive to the broader organisation.
When embarking on the cloud journey, the CEO (or his designate) should
build a team of business (various business functions/units) and IT users to
delineate ‘goals’ for the adoption of
cloud computing. Once the broader
goals are set, a careful evaluation
process of identifying an external IT
partner should be made. This external
partner should be capable of supporting
the team in drawing a detailed roadmap for the cloud computing journey.
This means that the partner should
be able to be an advisor who has the
experience, and understanding of the
cloud solutions and the needs of the
specific organisation.
WHERE DOES THE JOURNEY START?
As companies adopt cloud solutions,
the most logical first step is to identify
specific solutions that can be adopted/
considered during various stages of the
journey. For this the cloud strategy team
needs to have a comprehensive understanding of the current state of the infrastructure, applications, and their respective usage patterns. Once this is accomplished, a view of the business user
impact should be achieved so that the
solutions can be prioritised and aligned
on the roadmap.
Having shared the logical process
a company should take, IDC has seen
that the most common first set of applications have been email, CRM, and
account and finance. These applications
are usually selected because of their
unique characteristics (anytime/anywhere, cyclical needs, and clear expectation of needs). Due to this reason, many
customers and vendors alike have
focused on these applications to not
just start the journey, but also have the
most positive first step.
Another area of focus has been the
infrastructure side of the cloud computing solutions. In this area companies
have actively invested in migrating from
legacy infrastructure to virtualised infrastructure, and are now moving to cloud
infrastructure. This is understandably a
longer and more investment intensive
journey that the companies are taking.

As companies start the infrastructure
cloud journey, they need to make strategic decisions as it is not possible for the
to jump on the infrastructure cloud in
the same way as the application cloud.
So companies have to look at ‘virtual
private cloud’ and ‘private cloud’ as the
two possible routes to their destination.
ECOSYSTEM OF PARTNERS NEEDED
FOR INFRASTRUCTURE CLOUD
As companies continue to invest in the
infrastructure cloud, they are increasingly working with two broad categories of
partners. As companies look for increasing the utilisation of the current infrastructure, they are increasingly virtualising their infrastructure and slowly
migrating this infrastructure into private
cloud architecture. During this process
the companies are having to work with
IT vendors that are capable of designing
cloud architecture and implementing
the private cloud architecture for these
companies. As this migration happens,
companies are increasingly able to link
their private cloud to the ‘virtual private
cloud’ of the service provider to address
the spikes in workloads.
In addition to working with a cloud
design/management vendors and cloud
service providers, the companies should
also invest in integrating their cloud
applications (both among the cloud
application suite, and cloud to traditional application suite). This integration
activity will ensure that these corporate
applications are delivering the greatest
value to the business user community.
HOW SECURE IS CLOUD?
As companies start the cloud journey,
it is important to make security of the
infrastructure, application, and most
importantly data an integral part of the
thinking and design process. This will
ensure that security is not an afterthought that is pasted on cloud after the
solutions have been launched/implemented. By ensuring that security is a
part of the discussion and actively involving a security vendor that can scale and
evolve on the cloud path will ensure that
security concerns of the business managers are addressed comprehensively.
It is also important to communicate
these plans (albeit high-level) with the
broader user community and employees
of the organisation so that the real and
perceptional issues related to security
are addressed.
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CONVERGENCE OF
COMMUNICATIONS
The blurring of boundaries between devices,
applications, services and networks that has led
to the combination of multiple communication
and collaboration tools is what we term as the
convergence of communications

W

alerts and desktops with cameras for
web conferences. Each device or application performed a specialised singular
task. But now we look to do all of these
things through a single device like a
smartphone, tablet or a laptop.
Advancements in communications
technology that allow features like video

istockphoto

hat is Convergence of
Communications? Till the
recent past there was a clear
definition of what each communication
device was meant to do. Phones were
used for quick discussions, fax for
sharing documents urgently, emails for
official interactions, SMS service for

calling, full length audio track downloads, the internet on the go, Web TV,
sending and receiving faxes instantly,
downloading e-mail messages with
attachments on mobile devices has truly
changed the way we communicate.
Mobile users are increasingly becoming
reliant on their mobile phones as their
primary communications medium and
this growing dependence on the mobile
device is gradually positioning it as the
key repository for other core services.
This blurring of boundaries between
devices, applications, services and networks that has led to the combination
of multiple communication and collaboration tools is what we term the convergence of communications. The conver-
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The convergence of communications provides enterprisers a host
of opportunities to leverage and a range of challenges to address
gence paradigm implies the unification
of tools such as voice calls, emails, conferencing, chat and messaging onto a
single interface that can be accessed
through a variety of devices.

Instant
Messaging

Web
and video
conferencing
Telephony

DRIVERS OF CONVERGENCE

Unified
messaging
(emails, voice
mails)

Mobility
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A number of reasons are driving the
shift to converged communications.
Expectations of real-time connectivity
from users and simplified business
processes are some of the primary drivers. Some of the other drivers are:
 Evolving consumer behaviour:
Customers, business partners, and
employees now expect real-time
connectivity, access to information
and response across a plethora of
touch points. Consumers not only
demand device independence but
also seek continuity and ubiquitous
availability while interacting across
multiple channels
 Device diversity: There has been an
explosion in the number of different
types of devices that consumers use.
Enterprises now face the challenge of
catering to the demands of Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) where employees
and partners expect to perform
business functions through their own
smart devices. Supporting BYOD
mandates convergence of backend
communication systems
 Reduced user-efficiency: The sudden
increase in the number of
communication platforms lays stress
on employees to manage and respond
to every received query. The volumes of
data generated today imply that users
have to spend more time to find the
relevant data rather than processing
and improving the information
 Addition of new services: In order
to differentiate their offerings in a
highly competitive market, companies
now look to offer new services
through different emerging digital
channels. These new offerings add to
the existing complexity
 Paperless processing: Enterprises
look to automate most of its
processes and reduce the handling of
paperwork in order to reduce
turnaround times and improve
efficiencies. For example, health care
companies looking to reduce the
burden of maintaining patient health
records are now looking at the
virtualisation of the whole process

Converged
Communications
Infrastructure

where patients and doctors can access
them from their own devices without
having to maintain paper records
 Simplify existing processes:
Patchwork solutions for different
business units over the years have
led to complex networks and
reduced utilisation. Enterprises seek
to simplify the business processes
by supporting seamless interaction,
lowered costs and increased
utilisation. The emergence of a
number of different communication
channels, the increase in richness of
the content being shared and the
rapid expansion in capacity has
resulted in a myriad of complex
processes to support these channels.
Rationalisation of such processes is
resulting in convergence of these
different systems
 Emergence of new revenue
channels: The emergence of new
devices and new ways of connecting
with customers provides companies
the opportunity to establish new
channels of revenue. For example,
the popularity of smart phone
applications provides sectors like
insurance and retail the opportunity to
sell through the mobile channel. In
order to support such expansions,
enterprises now seek platform
independence which can be achieved
by communication convergence
 Regulatory compliance: Enterprises
end up keeping multiple copies of the
same documents across networks in
order to comply with the ever
increasing complexity in regulatory
standards. Supporting interconversions and format independence

Collaboration
tools

of such data is driving the need to
converge different platforms

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ENTERPRISE
The convergence of communications
provides enterprisers a host of opportunities to leverage and a range of challenges to address. Operational cost savings, increased utilisation and efficiency
are some of the direct implications of
this paradigm. Some of the other implications include:
 Productivity improvement:
Convergence streamlines and
enhances the communication
channels within the firm. The burdens
of handling different systems are
removed. Redundant applications
and platforms are rationalised
resulting in lowered costs and
improved effectiveness. Integrated
interfaces, applications that reside
on a single device and intelligent
presence detection systems limit the
amount of effort that users spend on
locating and collaborating across
geographies and business units
 Enabling new service offerings:
The traditional vertically siloed
architecture of communications
within enterprises that are used
currently to offer different services
through different networks are
evolving to form a converged
architecture. In such an environment,
services boundaries are blurred, new
business delivery models evolve and
characteristics of services change. This
simplifies the effort that goes into
designing new customised offerings
independent of the channel and
medium chosen for delivery
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Drivers of
convergence
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needs. The entire organisation is
nimble and can adapt rapidly to
evolving business scenarios
 Supporting innovation: Enterprises
that run in silos of business units and
departments are not attuned to
understanding consumer needs.
Converged communications allows
different units to come closer to each
other, their partners and customers.
This results in improved levels of
understanding the customer’s real
needs and concerns. Increased levels
of collaboration among partners
results in the creation of invaluable
knowledge that can help companies
stay ahead of competition.
Customer interactions are now being
mined to transform what enterprises
know about customers. Inhouse R&D
efforts can leverage customer
generated data for product and
services innovation

EMBRACING THE FUTURE
Enterprises need to take small steps
towards achieving the transformational
prowess of converged communications.
Starting from basic connectivity that provides cost competitiveness to application
and finally process convergence will
Transforming Business

Enhancing Customer Relations

Business Impact

Managing additional risks:
Companies need to ensure protection
of intellectual property and data
security over new channels before
integrating them with existing
networks. The plethora of devices and
channels used for communicating
with partners, suppliers, employees
and customers across the value chain
mandates constant monitoring.
Enterprises must also establish clear
data flows before entering into
collaboration with different entities
since there is significant exposure to
reputational risk which are inherent in
such partnerships
Another risk that companies now
need to address is ensuring quality
standards. The proliferation of devices
implies companies need to ensure consistent quality standards across all touch
points and for this a robust and scalable
underlying infrastructure is necessary
that supports the unification of different
platforms and devices.
 Enhanced customer relationships:
Improved interactions and
collaboration between different
partners, departments and business
units invariably lead to greater value
addition in products and services that
are designed for the consumer.
Converged communications allow
enterpises to spoil customers with
choice, increase the ease of access,
usability, speed and relevance of
services and products, resulting
in the enhancement of overall
customer experience and improved
satisfaction levels. Enterprises
looking to design the converged
communication architecture should
focus on facilitating collaboration
that delivers the right kind of value
to the customers
 Reduced response times:
Convergence brings together all
repositories of voice, video, text or
data communications to a single
source. Employees now have the
convenient option of using a single
application on a device to access all
types of business information and
make a quick but sound decision.
Seamless collaboration allows users
to effectively work towards solving a
common goal. The ease with which
users can setup audio and video
conferences makes the entire
operation responsive to business

Re
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Improving
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Cost
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Basic
Connectivity
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Process
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lead to enhanced productivity and
improved customer relationships. The
future of converged communications
holds a lot of potential that enterprises
can look to leverage.
 Mobile ecosystems: Currently there
exists no universal standard for
communicating on the different
mobile platforms raising considerable
interoperability issues. There exists
now a bunch of independent
applications which run on specific
devices. There is now a gradual
emergence of ecosystems with
co-dependent mobile vendors,
carriers, applications developers
and users that provide a unified
system to address interoperability
issues that exist currently
 Converged communications
solutions on the cloud: Vendors
have begun providing convergence
solutions on a pay-as-you-go model
over the internet. Such offerings are
especially attractive for smaller
enterprises that look for a lower initial
cost of investment in hardware. Larger
organisations that are looking to test
new communication technologies can
also employ such cloud services. The
burden of complexity in developing
converged communications platform
is considerably reduced by this model
 Exploiting synergies: Enterprises
need to develop channel and device
agnostic applications and services to
meet user’s content, communication
and collaboration requirements.
Contextual information, such as
location, imagery and videos on
smart phones and tablets will open
up new opportunities in business
communication. Ubiquitous computing
applications that exploit synergies
between different existing enterprise
wide systems will lead to the creation
of the ‘always on’ enterprise
Courtesy PwC India – Pradip Bhowmick,
Anurag Dua, Kunal Deep Bhagat
and Ravi Kanth Ivaturi
“This report does not constitute professional advice.
The information in this report has been obtained or derived
from sources believed by PricewaterhouseCoopers Private
Limited (PwCPL) to be reliable but PwCPL does not represent
that this information is accurate or complete. Any opinions or
estimates contained in this report represent the judgment of
PwCPL at this time and are subject to change without notice.
Readers of this report are advised to seek their own
professional advice before taking any course of action or
decision, for which they are entirely responsible, based on the
contents of this report. PwCPL neither accepts or assumes any
responsibility or liability to any reader of this report in respect
of the information contained within it or for any decisions
readers may take or decide not to or fail to take.”
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PERSPECTIVE
FASTER TURNAROUND TIME AND IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY ARE
NO LONGER VALUE-ADDED SERVICES TO A CUSTOMER BUT
SOMETHING THAT COMES AS AN UNSPOKEN EXPECTATION. THE
PRESSURE ON THE EVOLVING ENTERPRISES TO ADAPT TO THESE
CHANGES IS THE PRIMARY MOST REASON FOR THE INCREASING
POPULARITY OF CONVERGED COMMUNICATION
< Aparup Sengupta, MD & Global CEO, Aegis Limited

Converged Communications – integrated voice,
video and data has been a buzz word for a
number of years for the corporate users.
However with the proliferation of handheld
devices like mobile phones, smart phones,
tablets and social networking sites,
convergence of communications has become a
reality for the retail customer and is growing at
a tremendous pace. What in your perspective
are some of the key trends which will shape the
future of converged communications?
In today’s economic scenario, enterprises are realising
the importance of converged communications for
empowering businesses. As cost reduction continues
to be a top priority for most leaders, integration of
various technologies on one platform becomes
inevitable. For the first time, enterprises are facing
pressure, owing to the great reset in the industry
which is moving towards a non-linear future.
Workforce is becoming fragmented, with employees
expecting the freedom and flexibility of working
from home and other destinations. Along with
employee mobility, it is imperative to cause minimal
disruption and this further adds to the growth of
converged communication. Faster turnaround time
and improved productivity are no longer value added
services to a customer but something that comes as
an unspoken expectation.
The pressure on the evolving enterprises to adapt to
these changes is the primary most reason for the
increasing popularity of converged communication.
I am confident that these business challenges will be
opportunities of growth.
How can enterprises leverage converged
communications to enhance the experience of
their customers?
Converged communication spans across almost every
aspect of the business. Enterprises have been early
adopters of converged communication, driven by the
business need of enhancing customer experience and
increased productivity. With tailor-made solutions,
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enterprises today provide their customers with a
seamless and hassle-free experience and thereby are
cost-efficient due to modularisation of components
and applications. Real-time collaboration, regardless
of location or time zones is one of the strongest
benefits of converged communication.
Today you can book a hotel in your car and also see a
video on how the hotel looks by speaking to the
video agent, before committing yourself to a flight
booking. This is how the world will unfold, with
customer experience being the ultimate
differentiator. At Aegis, we follow the mantra
‘Experience – We make it easy’ and we believe that
convergence of communication is the shortest route
to an enhanced customer experience.
With the blurring of boundaries between
devices, applications, services and networks,
what according to you are the information
security challenges for an enterprise and what
are the ways in which the industry is
addressing the same?
Enterprises today are moving from a private LANand WAN-based system to the cloud-based
technology. With multiplicity of platforms gaining
ground, information security is of key importance.
With this, one needs to not only validate and
authorise, but most importantly create audit trails of
communication and interaction with the enterprise.
As social media gains popularity, there is a sharp
increase in the number of hours spent using social
media. While it has advantages, it does pose many
threats too. Most of the people accessing social
media are unaware of how the data can be misused
owing to complex and lengthy privacy policies.
Today organisations need to manage risk proactively,
protecting not just the infrastructure that data
resides in, but also the information itself. Some of
the ways of protecting valuable company data is by
implementing a comprehensive security strategy and
by deploying end to end encryption so as to ensure
data in motion is protected.
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When it comes to a company that symbolises cloud, perhaps
Google comes first. The search giant to mobile device maker is now
planning to take on Amazon to offer cloud hosting services for enterprises globally. In India, Google’s sweet spot is the millions of small and
medium business enterprises that are using Google’s cloud infrastructure
and applications such as mail and docs. The adoption of cloud from large
enterprises is still slow. “Most of them are experimenting, most of them either
with very small parts or with larger parts of their infrastructure, have started embracing the cloud,” says Rajan Anandan, managing director of Google India

GOOGLE TAKING ON THE
INDIAN CLOUD MARKET
WITH GUSTO
HOW IS THE CLOUD ADOPTION IN INDIA FOR GOOGLE?
Globally, we have about four-million businesses that have
adopted (Google’s) cloud solutions with over 40-million active
users. More than 14-million active users are in education sector. And in India also we have had a huge amount of success.
IS INDIA BEHIND OTHER COUNTRIES IN CLOUD ADOPTION?
India is in line with many emerging markets, in fact, is at
the head of many markets, particularly in cloud adoption
when it comes to small and medium businesses (SMBs) and
mid-market (customers). When it comes to large enterprises,
it’s probably in line with other emerging markets. If you look
at the number of SMB customers we have, 150,000, which
is a pretty large number compared to other emerging markets. If you look at it over a period of 5-7 years, fast forward
to 2020, we will be much ahead of most developed markets.
WHAT ARE THE MAJOR CONCERNS OF ENTERPRISES
IN MIGRATING TO CLOUD?
What you are seeing in India is a very massive and rapid
adoption of cloud by small businesses and that’s because
they don’t have legacy infrastructure. They make a simple
decision to go to the cloud first. Within the mid-market, you
see the more progressive industries rapidly adopting cloud
technologies and within large enterprises, I would say the
journey has started with horizontal applications migrating
to cloud like email, collaboration, productivity and so on.
Large enterprises have two or three big concerns. The
first one is that they’ve put in large amounts of money in
building on-premise software. Many of them have large datacentres for them; it’s a fixed cost already. So the economic
proposition is very compelling, but it’s obviously not as
compelling for a company which has not yet bought anything as in SMBs. The second is that there are some large
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enterprises that worry about security. We think that the
state-of-the-cloud technology that we are in today is not
particularly warranted. And then there are large enterprises
today that are highly distributed in nature. If you have offices
in 100 cities in India, the state of connectivity outside the
large metros could be a concern, especially for mission-critical apps on cloud. By and large, the big concern of the CIOs
which is around security – is it a fad or not – is largely gone.
AT THE ENTERPRISE LEVEL, HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR
BUSINESS GROWING?
Our cloud business is growing at several hundred per cent.
Last year we had over 300 per cent y-o-y growth across the
board. All segments of our business are growing at several
hundred percent y-o-y. And we are very excited. There are
150,000 businesses already that have gone Google. In terms
of number of businesses, we have more businesses on
Google cloud technology than any other cloud platform out
there. And when you think about our enterprise business,
we have three sets of products. In fact, fourth one is coming.
First is really around enterprise search. If you look at large
accounts like State Bank of India and others actually use
Google search because we have large amounts of knowledge
that’s within the enterprise like, how do you make it searchable, how do you index it, how do you reference it, etc.
WHICH INDUSTRY HAS SHOWN BEST RESULTS FOR
GOOGLE’S ENTERPRISE BUSINESS ON CLOUD?
I would say it’s not any particular industry that we have seen.
There’s uptake from services focused industries (such as)
IT services and professional services firms. Then we’ve seen
uptake from new economy companies whether it is Flipkart
or IndiaMart. Third vertical is BFSI, not the big banks – the
big banks are adopting point solutions like SBI has Google

was born out of those set of technologies that consumers
loved and that enterprises wanted to use whether it was
Gmail, Google Docs, Enterprise search or geo-spatial solutions. We don’t really think it’s about consumer or enterprise.
It’s really building products that users love.
PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE CLOUD, WHAT’S YOUR TAKE?
It’s like you ask somebody, what you think of lunch versus
dinner. You need to have both. For a large enterprise, you
need to have both. Almost all small businesses will migrate
to the public cloud. Most mid-market companies will also
migrate to the public cloud. But when it comes to very large
enterprises, public and private will co-exist.

Enterprise search. If you look at the companies like India
Infoline, the whole bunch of newer financial services companies, they are adopting Google Enterprise products at scale.
So at India Infoline, 17,000 people now use Google Search.
So services-focused industries is one big segment, second
segment is around new economy companies like Flipkart
and others, and the third is BFSI – the newer banking and
financial services companies in it that are taking 20,00030,000 people to the cloud with our technologies.
CONSUMERS VERSUS ENTERPRISES – WHAT IS
GOOGLE’S FOCUS FOR CLOUD?
We are the child of the cloud. The company is born on the
cloud so in a way we epitomise what a cloud company is.
We don’t have anything on-premises. Everything that we
run is on cloud. We’ve built the world’s largest cloud-service
focused on consumers and in a way, our enterprise business

India is in fact at the head of
many markets, particularly
in cloud adoption when it
comes to small and medium
businesses (SMBs) and midmarket (customers) ”

IF A LARGE ENTERPRISE GOES WITH A PRIVATE
CLOUD, ISN’T IT BRINGING IN ANOTHER SET OF IT
EXPERTISE INTERNALLY? IS IT REALLY REQUIRED FOR
THEM? AND IF THEY DON’T GO FOR PRIVATE CLOUD,
THEY ARE TOO WORRIED ABOUT THEIR DATA
SECURITY. IT’S ALMOST A CATCH-22 SITUATION.
If you are a very large enterprise, and if you are reasonably
sophisticated from the IT standpoint, you will have a hybrid
environment. A private cloud is basically a virtualised IT
environment. A large company is either at the start of virtualisation or is in let’s say, stage 2 of 5-stage virtualisation.
Virtualisation is the start of a private cloud. Some of the
most advanced companies and very large enterprises have
taken applications like email, communication, salesforce...
to the public cloud. At the same time, they would run their
old bunch of software off their private cloud. So I will say
no, over the next decade, both will exist but I see more and
more companies migrating to public clouds.
HOW DOES GOOGLE HANDLE DATA SECURITY? IT’S
A BIG ISSUE WITH COMPANIES GOING TO CLOUD,
DEFINITELY WITH THE BIGGER COMPANIES.
We take data security very seriously. We believe that when
you have over a billion consumers on our various consumer
products on the Internet, it is secure. It is very serious with
us. We are not talking of a company with 2,000 or 3,000
people. We are talking of over a billion consumers all around
the world who keep their email, social data, etc. Together
with several other leading cloud companies, we’ve implemented high scalable infrastructure. In the evolution of cloud
we are at a point where CIOs should not talk about security.
WHAT WOULD BE THE CLOUD MIGRATION BUDGET FOR
AN SMB AND FOR AN ENTERPRISE FOR BASIC SERVICES?
The simple way to think about this is that the cost of going
to the cloud which is migration of existing apps or implementing fresh apps for the first time, is a fraction of the cost
of implementing traditional, on-premise software. The most
implementation-heavy, on-premise software, which is ERP,
requires hundreds of thousands of dollars in implementation.
The cloud software will cost, at the most, thousands of dollars, and generally hundreds of dollars. In most mid-market
companies, implementation cost is zero because it’s so easy,
right out of the box. It’s like you get up and go. The cloud
technology has such a great advantage when it comes to the
total cost of ownership. One, there’s no license cost, you pay
as you go. Two, the cost of having the software on a payas-you-go basis is a fraction of the cost of licensed software.
Taru Agarwal
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A DIY ON MOVING YOUR
ENTERPRISE ‘TO THE CLOUD’

SUGGESTED READINGS

‘TO The Cloud’ is a valuable book on
that “Internet equals the cloud.” This
cloud computing as a technology which
chapter reminds you of a textbook on
has evolved from the personal expericloud computing. With lots of definitions,
mentations and experiences of three
data points, charts, and diagrams, it
Microsoft seniors. Having developed
explains cloud-related definitions, termiproducts for cloud and moving global
nology and basic concepts. The authors
organisations to the cloud, the book
have taken both technical and business
brings in a practitioner’s
views throughout the book.
BOOK REVIEW
approach to the cloud.
The objective of ‘Envision’ or
Tony Scott, Microsoft
Chapter 2 is to help you preCIO, opens the book with a
pare a business case for
foreword. His view on cloud
cloud. You begin to underis simple – “We in IT are
stand your enterprise’s need
often viewed as the bottleto become cloud-powered,
neck, the naysayers, or the
the changes it will bring,
laggards. Cloud computing
organisation’s pressures and
can change that.” This sets
constraints,
applications
the tone of the book – simthat will move to the cloud,
ple and direct. The book
costs, etc, and by the end of
makes a serious effort at
the chapter, you are ready
simplifying approach and
with a business case.
adoption of cloud by enterChapter 3, Enabler, as
prises as it has been much
the name suggests, preTO THE CLOUD: CLOUD
hyped and made complex POWERING AN ENTERPRISE pares you to move forward.
Author: Pankaj Arora,
by almost everyone (IT,
An important chapter, it
Raj Biyani and Salil Dave
operations, sales, marketanswer a lot of CIO’s quesPublisher: Tata McGraw –
ing, management, service
tions on cloud adoption
Hill Edition
providers...) having an opinrelated to people, organisaPrice: INR 595
ion about it.
tion, policies, change manThe book is a step-by-step DIY guide
agement, providers, security, costs, etc.
to help the CIOs/IT heads move their
The last chapter, Execute, guides you on
enterprises to the cloud. It’s been written
how to architect, build, secure and run
like a journey with four successive stages
workloads in the cloud. The book ends
(chapters): Explore, Envision, Enable and
with a primer on emerging markets and
Execute. Each stage has clearly defined
the cloud, with interesting case studies.
objectives and outcomes. Having tra‘To The Cloud’ is a crash course for a
versed one stage, you move on to the
CIO on moving an enterprise to the
next, inching closer with each stage to
cloud. It’s almost like a reference book
the goal of cloud adoption by your
that a CIO could flip through from time
enterprise.
to time, especially before meetings with
‘Explore’ opens by breaking the myth
marketing and cloud providers.
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INFOCOM is one of the largest
congregations of ICT professionals, buyerssellers, corporate leaders, academicians,
visionaries, and policymakers in India. The
event reflects and embodies the dynamic
ICT community – connecting business
leaders, technocrats, policymakers and
academia who converge to discuss and
debate the most important issues and
strategies driving the global economy and
what we might expect in the coming years.
Event format: 3 days conference and
4 days exhibition
Event theme: MOBILITY
Dates: December 6-9, 2012
Strategic Partners: Department of
Electronics and IT, Govt. of India and
Department of IT, Govt. of West Bengal
The Conference @ ITC Sonar, Calcutta
 70 speakers, 1,200 delegates and
50 sponsors
 Keynote addresses, plenary sessions,
debate, panel discussions and focus
forums on specific areas of Mobility
 Special forums: ICT in Healthcare and
Security & Surveillance
 INFOCOM Future Leadership Awards,
CXO Golf, networking evenings and
many more
The Exhibition @ Milan Mela
Exhibition grounds, Calcutta
 200 exhibitors, 60,000 visitor footfalls,
150,000 sq ft of exhibition space
 Focus Segments: Hardware, Software,
Services, Communication,
eGovernance and others
 Fairs: Mobile Expo and Security &
Surveillance Expo
 Activities: Quizzit, TTIS Knowledge
Workshop and Innovation Hub
 Special interactive session, product
launches/demos etc.
Visit us at www.indiainfocom.com

